Training for Security Advisors,
Focal Points and Managers
As a security advisor, focal point or manager for your organization, it is
your responsibility to ensure the safety and well-being of your staff. In
Lebanon, we see new threats and risks arising and this presents a
challenge in our organization’s ability to carry out their missions.
Therefore, PMO Security Risk Management has adapted this training to
fit the needs of managers and security advisors in Lebanon so they are
better able to fulfil their duty of care to their staff.
We believe strongly in the need to make trainings more equally
accessible while maintaining a high-quality standard. As such, we only
work with certified trainers with current and relevant field experience.
We use this experience to create, for your staff, recognizable and
contextualized scenarios in our trainings.

Main Objectives:
• Meeting Duty of Care requirements at country and field offices
• Knowing what threats and risks your staff face and how to respond
to them
When/Where?
• 23 November 2021 Citea Hotel Beirut, Lebanon
Cost:
• 600 USD per person
The course is rather intensive and requires more individual guidance. Therefore,
for quality of training purposes, we have a 12 person capacity. If we receive a
high demand for the training, we will schedule another course.

Course Modules

What we do
We provide quality security trainings with an emphasis on simulation and live action training. In
any trainings, the physical part of the trainings is key. It gives the participants the opportunity
to learn what their natural responses are and how to adapt them to unforeseen circumstances.
PMO Security Risk Management has been actively involved in day-to-day support for NGOs
and experienced the importance of practicing the skills learned on our trainings.

Our Mission
To accomplish a higher level of security awareness and preparedness for every staff member,
irrelevant of their position. We believe this is the way forward for humanitarian organizations to
be able to successfully continue and develop their operations.

Courses are in English

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emergency and Crisis Response
Improved Awareness and Duty of Care for
national staff and visitors
Travel tracking and preparation of travellers
Security Management under International
Humanitarian Law and Humanitarian Principles
Safeguarding
Security Risk Management (and documents)
Risk Thresholds

Who we are
We are a team of experienced safety and security advisors within the humanitarian community.
All our staff, including external trainers, have extensive experience in facilitating safety and
security related trainings for humanitarian organizations.

Contact us

Check our website and learn more about us, our experience and our team:

info@pmoexcellence.org
www.pmo-srm.org

